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                  VOICE OF THE  DIRECTOR 

I have conceived this centre as the best possible opportunity for students of all ages and all 

walks of life to come and learn the languages and the cultures of the East and the West.This 

centre will help the learners to reach an understanding that we all belong to the same human 

family and that our perceived differences are much less important than our essential unity.                         

Cd’A centre helps people to realize their dreams and in a way help them with better career 

opportunities.Welcome to the world of Cd’A and taste the various flavors of languages served 

on the platter. 

                                                       Minoti Mukherjee 

                                                       Founder Director 

Mission & Objectives: 

Cd’A Global Language Centre been formed with the objectives of opening an opportunity for foreign language 

learning courses and soft skill training for those who opt for different careers and eqip this generation with nece - 

ssary set of linguistic skills required in a world of increasing cross cultural business interactions .Furthermore ,a 

compelling social need for better life opportunities attracts many persons to develop and refine their basic  tal-  ents 

and acquire those skills necessary nowadays to complete and suc- ceed in the global scenario. 

Cd’A centre will create ,this bridge to build a vibrant society … for our future generation… 

  

                     

                                            DIRECTORS OF OUR TRUST BOARD 

R-L: Poet Shanko Ghosh,Mrs Uma Bose,Ms Minoti Mukherjee,Prof Sourin Bhattacharjee,Dr Deb kumar Bose,Mr 

Soumavo Gupta,Mr Pinaki Mukhe-erjee,Mr Shyamal Dutta I.P.S,Mr Surodip Mukherjee,Dr P.N.Ghosh. 

FRENCH CLASSES AT UEM ( UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT ) 



Cd’A is proud to be associated with UEM (University of Engineering and Management) 

in taking their inaugural Hotel Management classes from October 2018. 

Cd’A is also taking French classes for the students across all disciplines who have decided to 

upgrade their CV by opting Foreign Language classes are no longer considered an luxury and 

has become an important aspect in our students life. A CV with a foreign language gives the 

students an added advantage specially in IT companies whose major clients are based in 

Europe,China and Japan.Candidates handling foreign projects are paid more have robust growth 

options and have the option of travelling to their dream destinations.Students willing to opt for 

higher studies abroad,a foreign language training has become pre-requisite. 

                                                                       

              

   Japanese classes at JIS-QUIVON 

Cd’A Global Language is proud to be associated with JIS-QUIVON,NSDC partner in taking Japanese 

basic classes (N5 and N4) for its semi-skilled and skilled workers from July 2018.It is an ongoing Indo 

Japanese project.The candidates are expected to clear their JLPT exams in Dec 2018.The classes are 

being held in JIS’s campus in Jessore Road, Kolkata.The candidates expected to travel Japan,this year 

and redefine their career prospects. 

On 17/11/2018 the Japanese recruiters interacted with the candidates and were pleased with the 

Japanese classes conducted by Cd’A. 

 

Cd’A expertise lies beyond classroom training and it takes regular foreign languages 

classes in corporates,schools, colleges, institutions and universities. 

                                                              

                                                                                                                                                      

 



       

 

                                                   SEMINAR 

Cd’A Global Language Centre ,conducted a seminar on “The importance of foreign language in Today’s Education Scenario”,at a 

famous college of Kolkata on 12/02/2019. 

The seminar was well attended by the students of graduate and post graduate streams. The students were well appraised of the 

importance of foreign language in their careers,study abroad and job opportunities. 

The students also got an insight into the module,duration examinations in learning a foreign language. 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                 

Advantage of higher studies in abroad:- 

1)The biggest reason you should consider a study abroad program is to see the world.By studying abroad you will experience a 

brand –new country with incredible new outlooks,customs and activities. 

2)Another reason you might consider studying abroad is the chance to experience different styles of education. 

3)When you will find incredible new foods,customs,traditions and social atmospheres. 

4)Immerse yourself in a new culture and go beyond a purely academic experience. 

5)Many students find that they love their host country so much that they decide to seek work here . 

6)A benefit to studying abroad is the opportunity to discover yourself while gaining an understanding of a different culture. 

7)Take this opportunity to travel the world with no commitments but to study and learn about new cultures.                                                                          

8)Graduate schools regularly look for candidates who will bring a unique aspect to their university. 



                                     

    1st Campus                                                                2nd Campus 

Currently Cd’A has a capacity to accommodate at least 300 learners  at a time .As the initial survey has indicated 

huge potential for such language courses,the centre has already put in place the optimum infrastructure .The centre 

is fully air-conditioned,Wi-fi,enabled in a modern environment with audio visual teaching aides and computer 

facilities.Tea ,coffe,snacks are available. 

 

                      

FRENCH CLASSES AT Cd’A CENTRE 

                                      
Saraswati Puja 

 

Saraswati ,the goddess of knowledge,music,art,wisdom and nature,represents the free flow of wisdom and 

consciousness.She is the mother of vedas,and chant directed to her,called ‘Saraswati Vandana’ often begin and 

vedic lessons. 

Saraswati is the daughter of Lord Shiva and Goddess Durga. She has sacred scriptures in one hand and a lotus,the 

symbol of true knowledge,in the opposite hand. 

Like always,this year also Cd’A Global language Centre observed Saraswati Puja with elaborate traditional way on 

February,10,2019 
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